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It is known ([4]) that moving the filters from the nodes to the edges in accepting hybrid
networks of evolutionary processors does not decrease the computational power of the
model which equals that of a Turing machine. A direct and time complexity preserving
simulation is presented in [1]. All three types of processors (substitution, insertion, deletion) are essentially used in this simulation.
In this note we prove that such a direct simulation between networks containing substitution nodes only still exists.
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1. Introduction
A basic architecture for parallel and distributed computing consists of several processors, each of them being placed in a node of a virtual complete graph, which are
able to handle data associated with the respective node. Each node processor acts
on the local data in accordance with some predefined rules. Local data are then
sent through the network according to well-defined protocols. Only that data which
are able to pass a filtering process can be communicated. This filtering process may
require to satisfy some conditions imposed by the sending processor, by the receiving processor or by both of them. All the nodes send simultaneously their data and
the receiving nodes handle also simultaneously all the arriving messages, according
to some strategies. This general architecture may be met in several areas of Computer Science like Artificial Intelligence [7, 6], Symbolic Computation [5], Grammar
Systems [10], Membrane Computing [11].
The origin of accepting hybrid networks of evolutionary processors (AHNEP for
short) is such an architecture in connection with the work [2] (see also [3] that
considers a computing model inspired by the evolution of cell populations), where
a distributed computing device called network of language processors is proposed.
Each processor placed in a node is called evolutionary processor, i.e. an abstract
processor which is able to perform very simple operations, namely point mutations
in a DNA sequence (insertion, deletion or substitution of a pair of nucleotides). More
generally, each node may be viewed as a cell having genetic information encoded
in DNA sequences which may evolve by local evolutionary events, that is point
mutations. Each node is specialized just for one of these evolutionary operations.
Furthermore, the data in each node is organized in the form of multisets of words
(each word may appear in an arbitrarily large number of copies), and all copies
are processed in parallel such that all the possible events that can take place do
actually take place. Further, all the nodes send simultaneously their data and the
receiving nodes handle also simultaneously all the arriving messages, according to
some strategies modeled as permitting and forbidding filters and filtering criteria,
see [8]. The reader interested in a more detailed discussion about the accepting
model is referred to [9].
It is clear that filters associated with each node of an AHNEP allow a strong
control of the computation. Indeed, every node has an input and output filter; two
nodes can exchange data if it passes the output filter of the sender and the input
filter of the receiver. Moreover, if some data is sent out by some node and not able
to enter any node, then it is lost. The AHNEP model considered in [8] is simplified in [4] by moving the filters from the nodes to the edges. Each edge is viewed
as a two-way channel such that the input and output filters, respectively, of the
two nodes connected by the edge coincide. Clearly, the possibility of controlling the
computation in such networks seems to be diminished. For instance, there is no
possibility to discard data during the communication steps. In spite of this fact, in
the aforementioned work one proves that these new devices, called accepting hybrid
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networks of evolutionary processors with filtered connections (AHNEPFC) are still
computationally complete. This means that moving the filters from the nodes to
the edges does not decrease the computational power of the model. Although the
two variants are equivalent from the computational power point of view, no direct
proof for this equivalence has been proposed until the work [1], where direct simulations between the two variants are presented. Moreover, both simulations are time
efficient, namely each computational step in one model is simulated in a constant
number of computational steps in the other. This is particularly useful when one
wants to translate a solution from one model into the other. A translation via a
Turing machine squares the time complexity of the new solution.
These simulations essentially use all types of processors (substitution, insertion,
deletion). A natural problem regards the existence of such simulations when the
two networks that simulate each other are formed by just two types of processors
or even one type only. In this note we continue the investigation in this direction.
More precisely, we consider simulations between networks containing substitution
processors only. It turned out that even for these restricted variants a direct and
computationally efficient simulation exists.
2. Accepting Networks of Substitution Processors
We start by summarizing the notions used throughout the paper. An alphabet is a
finite and nonempty set of symbols. Any finite sequence of symbols from an alphabet
V is called word over V . The set of all words over V is denoted by V ∗ , the empty
word is denoted by ε, while alph(x) denotes the minimal alphabet with respect to
inclusion W ⊆ V such that x ∈ W ∗ .
We say that a rule a → b, with a, b ∈ V is a substitution rule. Given a rule σ as
above and a word w ∈ V ∗ , we define the following action of σ on w:

{ubv : ∃u, v ∈ V ∗ (w = uav)},
σ(w) =
{w}, otherwise
Note that a rule as above is applied to all occurrences of the letter a in different
copies of the word w. An implicit assumption is that arbitrarily many copies of w
are available.
[
For every rule σ and L ⊆ V ∗ , we define the action of σ on L by σ(L) =
σ(w).
w∈L

Given a finite set of substitution rules
[ M , we define the action
[ of M on the word w
and the language L by M (w) =
σ(w) and M (L) =
M (w), respectively.
σ∈M

w∈L

By convention, we state ∅(w) = {w}. For two disjoint subsets P and F of an
alphabet V and a word z over V , we define the predicates:
ϕ(s) (z; P, F ) ≡
ϕ(w) (z; P, F ) ≡

P ⊆ alph(z)
if P 6= ∅ then alph(z) ∩ P 6= ∅

∧
∧

F ∩ alph(z) = ∅
F ∩ alph(z) = ∅.

The construction of these predicates is based on random-context conditions
defined by the two sets P (permitting contexts/symbols) and F (forbidding
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contexts/symbols). Informally, the first condition requires that all permitting symbols are present in z and no forbidding symbol is present in z, while the second
one is a weaker variant of the first, requiring that at least one permitting symbol
appears in z and no forbidding symbol is present in z. For every language L ⊆ V ∗
and β ∈ {(s), (w)}, we define:
ϕβ (L, P, F ) = {z ∈ L | ϕβ (z; P, F )}.
A substitution processor over V is a tuple (M, P I, F I, P O, F O), where:
• M is a set of substitution rules over the alphabet V .
• P I, F I ⊆ V are the input permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor,
while P O, F O ⊆ V are the output permitting/forbidding contexts of the
processor. Informally, the permitting input/output contexts are the set of
symbols that should be present in a word, when it enters/leaves the processor, while the forbidding contexts are the set of symbols that should not
be present in a word in order to enter/leave the processor.
We now define two variants of accepting networks of substitution processors
as particular cases of AHNEPs. The reader interested in the definition of these
networks in the general case of where all types of processors are allowed is referred
to [8] (for AHNEP) and [4] (for AHNEPFC). Note that the word hybrid appearing
in the name of AHNEPs does not make sense anymore as substitution is applied
only at any position and not in either one end or any position of the word as it is
the case for insertion and deletion in AHNEPs.
An accepting network of substitution processors (ANSP for short) is a 7-tuple
Γ = (V, U, G, N , β, xI , xO ), where:
• V and U are the input and network alphabets, respectively, V ⊆ U .
• G = (XG , EG ) is an undirected graph without loops, with the set of nodes XG
and the set of edges EG . Each edge is given in the form of a binary set. G is called
the underlying graph of the network.
• N is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the substitution processor
N (x) = (Mx , P Ix , F Ix , P Ox , F Ox ).
• β : XG −→ {(s), (w)} defines the type of the input/output filters of a node. More
precisely, for every node, x ∈ XG , the following filters are defined:
input filter: ρx (·) = ϕβ(x) (·; P Ix , F Ix ),
output filter: τx (·) = ϕβ(x) (·; P Ox , F Ox ).
That is, ρx (z) (resp. τx ) indicates whether or not the word z can pass the input
(resp. output) filter of x. More generally, ρx (L) (resp. τx (L)) is the set of words of
L that can pass the input (resp. output) filter of x.
• In and Out ∈ XG are the input node, and the output node, respectively, of the
ANSP.
An accepting network of substitution processors with filtered connections
(ANSPFC for short) is a 8-tuple Γ = (V, U, G, R, N , β, In, Out), where:
 V, U, G, In, and Out have the same meaning as for ANSPs.
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 R is a mapping which associates with each node the set of substitution rules that
can be applied in that node.
 N : EG −→ 2U × 2U is a mapping which associates with each edge e ∈ EG the
disjoint sets N (e) = (Pe , Fe ), Pe , Fe ⊂ U .
 β : EG −→ {(s), (w)} defines the filter type of an edge.
For the two variants we say that card(XG ) is the size of Γ. When we want to
refer to any of the two variants we use the notation ANSP[FC].
∗
A configuration of an ANSP[FC] Γ as above is a mapping C : XG −→ 2V
which associates a set of words with every node of the graph. A configuration may
be understood as the sets of words which are present in any node at a given moment.
A configuration can change either by a substitution step or by a communication step.
A substitution step is common to all models. When changing by a substitution
step each component C(x) of the configuration C is changed in accordance with the
set of substitution rules Mx or R(x) associated with the node x. Formally, we say
that the configuration C 0 is obtained in one substitution step from the configuration
C, written as C =⇒ C 0 , if and only if
C 0 (x) = Mx (C(x))

or

C 0 (x) = R(x)(C(x)), for all x ∈ XG .

When changing by a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG of an
ANSP sends one copy of each word it has (without keeping any copy of it), which
is able to pass the output filter of x, to all the node processors connected to x and
receives all the words sent by any node processor connected with x provided that
they can pass its input filter. Formally, we say that the configuration C 0 is obtained
in one communication step from configuration C, written as C ` C 0 , if and only if
[
(τy (C(y)) ∩ ρx (C(y)))
C 0 (x) = (C(x) − τx (C(x))) ∪
{x,y}∈EG

for all x ∈ XG . Note that words which leave a node are eliminated from that node.
If they cannot pass the input filter of any node, they are lost.
When changing by a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG of an
ANSPFC sends one copy of each word it has to every node processor y connected
to x, provided they can pass the filter of the edge between x and y. It keeps no copy
of these words but receives all the words sent by any node processor z connected
with x providing that they can pass the filter of the edge between x and z.
Formally, we say that the configuration C 0 is obtained in one communication
step from configuration C, written as C ` C 0 , iff
[
ϕβ({x,y}) (C(x), P{x,y} , F{x,y} )))
C 0 (x) = (C(x) \ (
{x,y}∈EG

∪(

[

ϕβ({x,y}) (C(y), P{x,y} , F{x,y} ))

{x,y}∈EG

for all x ∈ XG . Note that a copy of a word remains in the sending node x only if it
not able to pass the filter of any edge connected to x.
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Let Γ be an ANSP[FC], the computation of Γ on the input word z ∈ V ∗ is a
(z)
(z)
(z)
(z)
sequence of configurations C0 , C1 , C2 , . . ., where C0 is the initial configura(z)
(z)
tion of Γ defined by C0 (In) = {z} and C0 (x) = ∅ for all x ∈ XG , x 6= In,
(z)
(z)
(z)
(z)
C2i =⇒ C2i+1 and C2i+1 ` C2i+2 , for all i ≥ 0. By the previous definitions, each
(z)

(z)

configuration Ci is uniquely determined by the configuration Ci−1 . A computation as above is said to be an accepting computation if there exists a configuration in
which the set of words existing in the output node Out is non-empty. The language
accepted by Γ is
L(Γ) = {z ∈ V ∗ | the computation of Γ on z is an accepting one}.
We denote by L(AN SP ) and L(AN SP F C) the class of languages accepted by
ANSPs and ANSPFCs, respectively.
3. Equivalence Between the Two Variants
In this section we prove the main result of the paper, namely L(AN SP ) and
L(AN SP F C) coincide. The proof consists of direct simulations between the two
variants. Furthermore, we show that both simulations are time complexity preserving.
Proposition 1. L(AN SP ) ⊆ L(AN SP F C).
Proof. Let Γ = (V, U, G, N , β, In, Out) be an ANSP with XG = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn },
for some n ≥ 2 such that In = x1 and Out = xn . We construct the ANSPFC
Γ0 = (V, W, G0 , R, N 0 , β 0 , In0 , Out), where
W = U ∪ {a0 | a ∈ U } ∪ {a00 | a ∈ U } ∪ {a | a ∈ U },
|
{z
} |
{z
} |
{z
}
U0

U 00

U

0

G = (XG0 , EG0 ),

and the nodes in XG0 and their set of substitution rules are defined as follows. For
each xi ∈ XG , i 6= n, we consider the following nodes in XG0 :
x0i : {a → b0 | a → b ∈ Mxi },
xai (prepare check out), a ∈ U : {a0 → a},
xi (check out) : {a → a00 | a ∈ U },
xi (prepare check in) : {a00 → a | a ∈ U },
x1i (prepare back) : {a → a | a ∈ U },
xi (back) : {a → a | a ∈ U }.
Some more nodes are in XG0 depending on the filter type of xi , namely
x2i (prepare back), if β(xi ) = (w), or all nodes xZ
i (prepare back), Z ∈ P Oxi ,
if β(xi ) = (s). The set of substitution rules in all these nodes is the same:
{a → a | a ∈ U }.
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Table 1.

Edge
0 a
{xi , xi (prepare check out)}, a ∈ U
{xai (prepare check out), xi (check out)},
a∈U
{xi (check out), xi (prepare check in)}
{xi (prepare check in), x0j },
{xi , xj } ∈ EG
{xai (prepare check out), x1i (prepare back)},
a∈U
{xai (prepare check out), x2i (prepare back)},
a ∈ U , if β(xi ) = (w)
{xai (prepare check out), xZ
i (prepare back)},
a ∈ U, Z ∈ P Oxi , if β(xi ) = (s)
{xki (prepare back), xi (back)},
k ∈ {1, 2}, if β(xi ) = (w)
{xZ
i (prepare back), xi (back)},
Z ∈ P Oxi , if β(xi ) = (s)
{xi (back), x0i }

P
{a0 }
P Oxi

F Oxi

F
∅
∪ U 0 ∪ U 00

β0
(w)
β(xi )

U 00
P Ixj

∅
F Ixj ∪ U 0 ∪ U 00

(w)
β(xj )

F Oxi

U0 ∪ U

(w)

W

P Oxi ∪ U 0 ∪ U

(w)

W

{Z} ∪ U 0 ∪ U

(w)

U

∅

(w)

U

∅

(w)

W

U0 ∪ U

(w)

We now define the edges of EG0 and their filters.
We now show how Γ0 simulates any computation of Γ on some input word. To
this aim, let us consider that a word, say z ∈ U ∗ , is in the node xi of Γ before a substitution step. We analyze all possible cases. We first assume that z is transformed
by one substitution rule, say a → b, into z1 which can pass the output filter of xi .
Further z1 enters xj and a copy originated from z1 will eventually enter Out.

xc1 (prepare check out)
> i


x0i


~
xci m (prepare check out)




I



R


 3
+


xi (check out)

Diagram 1.


 - x (prepare check in)
i

6

?
x0j


This computation is simulated in Γ0 as follows. The rule a → b0 is applied to
z in x0i , all the obtained words go out from x0i and enter xbi (prepare check out)
where b0 is restored to the original b. Note that no word can return to x0i . Among
them is also z1 . As z1 is able to pass the output filter of xi in Γ, the same word
arrives in xi (check out) of Γ0 . Two possible cases may appear now: (i) a symbol
of z1 is replaced by its double primed copy, or (ii) no substitution is applied to z1
(this is possible when z1 does not contain all symbols from U ). In the first case,
all words go to xi (prepare check in). Again two situations may appear: (i.1) the
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modified symbol is restored, or (i.2) no substitution is applied. In case (i.1), z1
which has just been restored enters x0j and the process of simulation is resumed for
the new node. In case (i.2), an infinite “ping-pong” process between xi (check out)
and xi (prepare check in) may occur and/or z1 is obtained in xi (prepare check in).
Note that the possible infinite “ping-pong” process neither prevents z1 to enter x0j
nor produces a copy that could parasitically lead to acceptance. We return now to
the second case (ii) which may simply initiate a similar infinite “ping-pong” process
between xbi (prepare check out) and xi (check out). This discussion is schematically
illustrated by Diagram 1, where an arrow indicates how words can move between
nodes. Note that these arrows do not mean the edges in the underlying graph which
is undirected. Furthermore, we assume that U = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }, for some m ≥ 1.
Another possible situation when z lies in xi of Γ is to get another word, say
z1 , after several substitutions in succession (the word could not pass the output
filter of xi after any intermediate substitution) which is now able to go out from xi .
As above, we further assume that z1 enters xj and a copy originated from z1 will
eventually enter Out. This situation is captured in Γ0 as shown in Diagram 2 for
the case β(xi ) = (w).




- b
x0i
xi (prepare check out)
k
 
6

*

x1i (prepare back)

s 2
xi (prepare back)



}

+

~

3

xi (back)
6

Diagram 2.
More precisely, every word obtained in xi after an intermediate substitution step
will return to x0i via the following itinerary: xbi (prepare check out), for some b ∈ U ,
then xα
i (prepare back), where α is either in {1, 2}, provided that β(xi ) = (w), or in
P Oxi , provided that β(xi ) = (s), then xi (back) and finally x0i . Again, this process
does not lead to the acceptance of illegal words.
The last situation that may occur in xi is that no word originating from z can
either leave xi or enter some node xj . The same happens when z lies in x0i of Γ0 .
From the above considerations, it follows that Γ0 simulates in at most 3 processing steps and 4 communication steps a processing step of Γ, while every communication step of Γ is simulated in a communication step in Γ0 . Therefore, the
simulation of Γ by Γ0 is done efficiently.
Proposition 2. L(AN SP F C) ⊆ L(AN SP ).
Proof. Let Γ = (V, U, G, R, N , β, In0 , Out) be an ANSPFC with XG =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, for some n ≥ 2 such that In = x1 and Out = xn . We construct
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the ANSP Γ0 = (V, W, G0 , N 0 , β 0 , In0 , Out), where
W = U ∪ {a0 | a ∈ U } ∪ {a | a ∈ U },
{z
} |
{z
}
|
U0

U

0

G = (XG0 , EG0 ).

The nodes in XG0 and the substitution processors associated with them are defined
as follows:
Node
yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
yi0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
y(i,j) ,
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n,
{xi , xj } ∈ EG
zj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n
zj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n

M
{a → a0 | a ∈ U }
{a0 → a | a ∈ U }
R(xi )

PI
U
U0
U

FI
U0
∅
U0 ∪ U

PO
U0
U

FO
∅
U0

P{xi ,xj }

F{xi ,xj } ∪
U0 ∪ U

{a → a | a ∈ U }
{a → a | a ∈ U }

U
U

∅
U0

U
U

U0
U

β0
(w)
(w)
β({xi , xj })

(w)
(w)

Furthermore,
EG0 = {{yi , yi0 } | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {{zi , zi } | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {{zi , yi } | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪
{{yi0 , y(i,j) } | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, {xi , xj } ∈ EG } ∪
{{y(i,j) , zj } | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, {xi , xj } ∈ EG }.
Note that for each edge {xi , xj } ∈ EG , both nodes y(i,j) and y(j,i) belong to XG0 .
They differ each other by the set of substitutions: R(xi ) in y(i,j) and R(xj ) in y(j,i) .
The simulation proposed by this construction can be followed more easily than
the previous one. Let u ∈ U ∗ be a word in the node xi of Γ before a substitution
step. We assume that u is transformed by one or more substitution rules into u1
which can pass the filter on the edge {xi , xj } and a copy originated from u1 will
eventually enter Out.
We now follow the itinerary of u through Γ0 which leads to acceptance. From
yi , all words obtained from u, in which an arbitrary occurrence of some symbol was
replaced by its primed copy, go to yi0 , where u is recovered. From yi0 , u enters y(i,j) ,
where u1 is obtained and send out to zj . From now on, it enters zj and then yj
and the simulation process is resumed with this node. Note the role played by the
intermediate nodes yi0 and zj , namely to prevent a word going out from y(i,j) to reenter y(i,j) in the next communication step. A possible direct exchange between the
nodes xi and xj in Γ is simulated in Γ0 by an itinerary following (not in immediate
succession) y(i,j) , y(j,i) , y(i,j) , and so on.
It is easy to note that each substitution/communication step in Γ is simulated
by Γ0 with a constant number of substitution/communication steps. Therefore, we
can state the main result of the paper.
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Theorem 1. L(AN SP F C) = L(AN SP ). Moreover, each simulation is time complexity preserving.

4. Further Work
In almost all works devoted to AHNEPs and AHNEPFCs, the underlying graph is
a complete graph. Simulations preserving the type of the underlying graph of the
simulated network (together with its computational complexity) represent, in our
view, a matter of interest. Starting from the observation that every ANSPFC can be
immediately transformed into an equivalent ANSPFC with a complete underlying
graph (the edges that are to be added are associated with filters which make them
useless), we may immediately state that Proposition 1 holds for complete ANSPs
and ANSPFCs as well. A direct simulation of ANSPFCs by complete ANSPs seems
to be possible but the complexity is increased by a factor equal to the length of the
input word. A complexity preserving simulation remains open.
Furthermore, simulations preserving complexity as well as the shape (ring, star,
grid, etc.) of the underlying graph remain to be further investigated. Last but not
least, the investigation started here for substitution may be continued for the other
two operations: insertion and deletion.
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